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Goes West marks a sort of narrowing of focus for
William Tyler. It sounds as though he found a way to
point himself directly towards the rich and bittersweet
emotional center of his music without being distracted
by side trips. Perhaps this is down to the fact that
William only plays acoustic guitar on the album, a
clear and conscious decision considering that he is one
of Nashville’s great electric guitarists. The band that
performs Goes West alongside William — including
guitarists Meg Duffy and the legendary Bill Frisell,
bassist and producer Brad Cook, keyboardist James
Wallace, drummer Griffin Goldsmith, and engineer
Tucker Martine — is sympathetic to Tyler’s musical
whims, which will delight fans of John Fahey, Leo
Kottke, and Richard Thompson.

Gallipoli began when Beirut’s Zach Condon returned
to his old Farfisa organ – the same one he used to
write his first two albums, Gulag Orkestar and The
Flying Club Cup. The band plus producer Gabe Wax
(Speedy Ortiz, Soccer Mommy, Big Thief) then headed
to Puglia in Italy to finish the album. With the remote
rural setting providing “the right amount of isolated,”
an intense month in the studio (with day trips around
the coastline) followed. Inspired by its surroundings,
Gallipoli is alive with an energy that is further enhanced
by every creak and groan of Beirut’s instruments –
and every detuned note, buzzing amp, and technical
malfunction left in the cracks of the songs lends weird
beauty to Gallipoli’s rustic charms.

Why Hasn’t Everything Already Disappeared is
Deerhunter’s most sumptuous record. This is really
saying something given the group’s penchant for the
variety of incredible atmospheres – both brutal and
beautiful – that grace their unmistakable brand of
Dadaist pop. From the opening harpsichord and piano
figures of “Death in Midsummer” – later pierced by
Eno-esque guitars – this is a record unstuck in time. “No
One’s Sleeping” sounds like an extra-dosed outtake
of an aborted Kinks recording session. “Greenpoint
Gothic” is worthy of Bowie’s Berlin. “Element” is the
psychedelic single R.E.M. always dared to make. But
it’s pure Deerhunter – and a suitably tweaked followup to the bright beauty of 2015’s Fading Frontier. You
need this.

Jim Heath – aka The Reverend Horton Heat – and
longtime confidant and slap-bass general Jimbo
Wallace are back with their twelfth release, Whole
New Life, which Heath calls “the most positive material
I have ever written. It focuses heavily on rock and roll
but there is a human interest parallel - songs about
growing up poor, vices, marriage, having children and
walking the rapturous streets of America.” Fleshing
out the band is drummer Arjuna ‘RJ’ Contreras and
pianist Matt Jordan, who bring the pomp and power of
Jerry Lee Lewis and Little Richard to The Rev’s classic
sound. “It’s got some Louisiana feel to it,” says The Rev.
“a bit of gruff.” You could say they sound “born again”
(But please don’t).

James Blake is one of the most influential – and
sought after – producers of the decade. His balance
of abstraction and solid groove (not to mention his
fantastic voice) has made him a hero to not only
to electronic music aficionados, Hip Hop and Rnb
Royalty – especially in the U.S. (Beyoncé is among
his many high-profile fans). While he’s currently not a
household name but that could change with his new
album, Assume Form. Not only is it his most direct
album yet – he’s in luv – it features some high-profile
guests, including André 3000, Metro Boomin, and
Travis Scott. Though less weird, Assume Form still has
a density that can’t be matched. It’s also sexy as hell –
the baby making album of 2019. You need this.
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Oliver Appropriate is to be the last Say Anything
album. At least in this form. And maybe not forever. But
at least for now. “I need a break,” says mastermind Max
Bemis via a lengthy (and worthwhile) statement on his
website. “We’ll return one day to play festivals and scoff
at our career.” Also important: Oliver Appropriate is a
sequel to Say Anything’s classic album, …Is a Real Boy.
Here, Bemis writes from the perspective of a fictional
foe of the “Real Boy” who everyone assumes was
Bemis (Which it isn’t… Though, by proxy, it is). It’s big
concept that nevertheless comes blasting through in
14 short songs detailing 2 drug-fueled days. Bemis may
be tired of touring, but at least his ambition continues
unabated.

Shoegaze never had a chance of crossing over to
American radio but, in retrospect, Swervedriver
should’ve much bigger. Already an outlier in England,
Swervedriver’s heavier riffage, melodic gifts, and
balance of clarity and psychedelia made them perfect
for those put off by Dinosaur Jr’s singing and / or the
dense abstractions of My Bloody Valentine (bonus
points if you like songs about cars). The follow-up
to 2015’s excellent return, I Wasn’t Born to Lose You,
Future Ruins presents a band sounding vital as ever
– showcasing new tricks alongside their classic sound.
The sound is warmer, wider, and hookier than almost
anything they’ve released – a perfect tonic to the
desolation depicted in the lyrics. It’s one of their best
– and you need it.

Like a piece of art with as many interpretations as
people who view it, Sneaks’ music is kaleidoscopic. Just
as she takes up space in the male-dominated Baltimore–
Washington metropolitan area punk scene, Sneaks aka
Eva Moolchan takes up space among the patriarchy.
Highway Hypnosis plays on hip-hop, post-punk, and
her own language (!!!) to fill a gap between the feminist
underground and genre-specific singles charts. Through
it, Moolchan joins the resistance forged by queer black
feminists who create, explore, empower, conquer, and
play bass. Flashes of Robyn, Britney Spears, Jock Jams,
Nirvana, recess hour on the blacktop, M.I.A., Lil Mama,
a hacky sack circle, Aaliyah, and your first Warped Tour
experience somehow all make sense inside the mind
attached to ears experiencing Highway Hypnosis.

On paper, Get It Out, the new full-length debut from
Altitudes & Attitude, might imply something other
than a collection of smartly crafted melodic hardrock songs. After all, A&A is a collaboration between
Anthrax’s Frank Bello and Megadeth’s David Ellefson
– two virtuosic bass players who’ve anchored some
of the fiercest thrash records of all time. Tuneful yet
aggressive, fun yet thought-provoking, Get It Out is a
testament to the expressive strength of rock songcraft
and finds the duo joined by producer Jay Ruston
(Anthrax, Stone Sour, Steel Panther) and drummer Jeff
Friedl (A Perfect Circle, Devo, Filter) plus a deep bench
of guest stars including Ace Frehley, Gus G., Miki
Black, Jon Donais, Nita Strauss, Christian Martucci
and Russ Parrish.

The Sun Will Come Up, The Seasons Will Change is
the eagerly awaited second album from Nina Nesbitt,
and it finds the Scottish singer-songwriter at her lyrical
and musical best. The Nina of 2018 is not the Nina of
2013 – in her own words: “I’ve grown up.” The album
has been three years in the making and bears no hint
of compromise as Nina demonstrates her unique talent
for acute lyrical observations and ear-worm melodies.
Heralding a musical change of direction from Nina with
more obvious pop influences, the album is a scintillating
journey through a whole range of genres and moods.
Album highlights include the stirring coming-of-age
tale, “The Moments I’m Missing,” the R&B tinged (and
Taylor Swift approved) “The Best You Had.”
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By titling their new album You Won’t Get What You
Want, Daughters send a crystal clear message: Expect
the unexpected. The quartet once again follow the
same internal compass that guided them to blur the
lines of heavy music’s fickle sub-genres in the first
place and quietly ignite a cult fervor typically reserved
for grindhouse phenomena. The minimal wail of first
single “Satan In The Wait” belies Alexis’s intense spoken
word-style delivery as gothic keys magnetically draw
the spotlight. Follow-up “The Reason They Hate Me”
hinges on mechanized riffing and glitchy electronics.
Elsewhere, “Less Sex” dips into a bluesy guitar that
could’ve easily soundtracked a dark moment of True
Detective (Season 1, natch), while the seven-minute
“Ocean Song” spirals into numbing noise oblivion.

With the release of their tenth studio album, Why
You So Crazy, The Dandy Warhols return in singularly
freewheeling fashion – careening through classically
off-kilter psych-pop (“Be Alright”), a high country-fried
Americana parody that (in the right hands) could be a
legitimate country radio smash (“Motor City Steel”),
and gothic piano-propelled rumbas (“Forever”).
Packing in references as far flung as Fred Astaire and
Ginger Rogers, Don MacLean’s Chevy, and the church
of Bowie’s “Modern Love,” these 12 songs reflect the
band’s surrealist visions of an alternate reality. Offering
an escape from a culture driven to the brink, The
Dandy Warhols are progressing into the next chapter
of their self-described “25 year act of sonic rebellion.”
Dandys still rule OK?

Power Chords picks up where Mike Krol’s 2015’s
album, Turkey left off. It traces Krol’s journey back to
punk rock, harnessing both the guitar technique and
the musical redemption referenced in its title. He’s
wielding the same influences — Misfits, The Strokes,
early Weezer, Ramones — but turning up the gravity
and the gain. Indeed, Krol has gone somewhere new;
yes, he bludgeoned himself with over-analysis and
self-loathing, but along the way he stumbled upon
a trove of intricate guitar lines and artfully mutating
melodies. Music ruined Krol’s life. And then saved it.
In chronicling that process, Krol has made his best
record—painful, voyeuristic, and angry, but ultimately
transcendent and timeless. He played every instrument
himself, too – and that passion translates.

U.K. Metalcore lads, Bring Me The Horizon, spent the
summer of 2018 writing and recording Amo in Los
Angeles, with vocalist Oli Sykes and electronics wizard
Jordan Fish handling production. The result is one of
their most exhilarating, genre-crossing albums to date.
Sykes explains that, “Amo is a love album that explores
every aspect of that most powerful emotion. It deals
with the good the bad and the ugly, and as a result
we’ve created an album that’s more experimental,
more varied, weird, and wonderful than anything we’ve
done before.” While Amo definitely has its share of
surprises, it very much sticks to the bands successful
fan pleasing formula of massive stadium bouncing
rocks songs with huge choruses.

The Steel Woods’ new album, Old News, represents
a creative leap for the roots rock songwriting team of
Alabama native Wes Bayliss and his North Carolina
partner Jason “Rowdy” Cope. Recorded in Asheville,
NC at Echo Mountain Studios (an amazing studio in an
old church) during a six-day break in a hectic touring
schedule, Old News was cut virtually live – the band
slamming it out in the same room. Part Lynyrd Skynyrd,
Allman Brothers, dual-guitar southern blues-rock with
elements of R&B, country, bluegrass, gospel, blues, folk
and metal, Old News finds the Nashville-based band
deepening its resolve on with a collection of songs that
joins the Mystery Train of the past with the full-speed
locomotion of the present.
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The 2019 GRAMMY Nominees album features 22 hits
from the world’s top hitmakers and emerging artists,
including Record Of The Year nominees Cardi B, Bad
Bunny & J Balvin, Brandi Carlile, Childish Gambino,
Drake, Lady Gaga & Bradley Cooper, Kendrick Lamar &
SZA, Post Malone featuring 21 Savage, and Zedd, Maren
Morris & Grey. “The artists highlighted on this year’s
album represent the overall diversity of the artists being
recognized as 2019 GRAMMY nominees,” says Recording
Academy president Neil Portnow. “We are very grateful…
to release this impressive collection of songs, and to
raise funds and awareness for the GRAMMY Museum
and MusiCares — the two philanthropic organizations
of the Recording Academy dedicated to supporting our
musical culture and music creators.”

On Heart Songs two of the world’s greatest fingerstyle
guitarists, Tommy Emmanuel and John Knowles,
wanted to honor the craft behind some of their favorite
love songs (and two new originals) rather than using
them merely as a springboard for fretboard fireworks.
From studying vocal interpretations of each song they
covered, Emmanuel embraced a singer’s identity in
how he would caress each melody. They uncover an
often neglected thoughtfulness in Hank Williams’
“Cold, Cold Heart,” take the Bee Gees’ “How Deep Is
Your Love” on a carefree spin, playfully jam through
“Walkin’ My Baby Back Home,” tap the brilliant vocal
lines and harmonic bedrock to unleash the power
of “He Ain’t Heavy, He’s My Brother” and West Side
Story’s “Somewhere.”

Late Riser features 10 captivating tracks that gradually
unfold around sweeping melodies, soaring harmonies, and
powerful vocals – think Bon Iver, Solange, and Fleetwood
Mac. Three years in the making, each of Late Riser’s song
offers its own journey, both sonically and thematically, as
the album explores overall themes of internal/external
struggle and growth – especially the coming-out tale,
“Arizona”. Frontwoman Christina Cone (along with her
musical partner, Andrew Doherty) delivers thoughtful,
poetic lyrics with careful intention – creating a cathartic
collection of songs that begs the listener to look within
to find their own source of reassurance. The album’s
atmospheric opening track “Wide Awake,” features
Cone’s compelling vocals intertwined with the band’s
ethereal textures and ambient soundscapes. Stunning.

Following the outwardly emotional Boo Boo, Toro Y
Moi’s new album, Outer Peace, is a time capsule that
captures our relationship to contemporary culture into
one comprehensive, sonic package (It’s lyrically onpoint, too). Chaz Bear utilizes abstract sound pairings
with recognizable samples for his most pop influenced
record to date, which includes features from ABRA,
WET, and Instupendo. This is no departure from his
funk and disco roots, which can be heard on “Ordinary
Pleasure,” later fusing into variations of house with
tracks like “Freelance” (“It’s a big call-out to the people
that are keeping the cultural pinwheel spinning,” says
Bear) and “Laws of the Universe.” Smooth interludes
melt into fast paced beats, giving Outer Peace a
satisfying (and irresistible) ebb and flow.

Emily King is a Grammy-nominated singer-songwriterproducer with pop, indie and soul influences that she
hones with immaculately crafted compositions. Produced
by long time musical cohort Jeremy Most and mixed Tom
Elmhirst (Adele, Amy Winehouse, David Bowie), Scenery
is an autobiographical collection of songs chronicling
the move from her hometown of Manhattan to the
Catskill mountains. Though the 80s RnB vibes are heavy
(especially on the anthemic “Remind Me”), Scenery
takes plenty of unexpected turns – just dig the Queenworthy guitars on “Look At Me Now” – while her voice
conjures images of Kate Bush, Candi Stanton, and Denice
Williams. An artist’s artist – King has recorded with Nas
and made fans out of Sam Smith and Justin Timberlake –
Scenery should take her to the next level.
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Michael Franti is a globally recognized musician,
humanitarian, and award-winning filmmaker revered
for his high-energy live shows, inspiring music, devotion
to health and wellness, and philanthropy.. “Struggling
with the challenges of the world I began filming my
new documentary Stay Human telling the stories of
heroic everyday people who helped me to discover
more deeply what it means to be and Stay Human,”
explains Franti. “[Stay Human: Vol. II] became the
soundtrack of this epic journey. The songs on the new
record address some of the biggest problems we face
today and battles of the heart, all set to a beat that will
get you on the dance floor.”

For more than 18 years, the members of Greensky
Bluegrass have been creating their own version of
bluegrass music, mixing the acoustic stomp of a
stringband with the rule-breaking spirit of rock & roll.
As they continue to evolve and further define that
sound, they are breaking barriers with their seventh
studio album, All For Money. Recorded at Echo
Mountain Recording in Asheville, NC alongside coproducers Dominic John Davis (Jack White’s longtime
bassist) and Glenn Brown, All For Money finds
Greensky Bluegrass pushing boundaries and breaking
new ground, welcoming old fans and new audiences
alike. They’re going full steam ahead into this new era
with both the passion and vigor of a band in its infancy.

Written during a particularly destructive period of
Night Beats, Myth Of A Man is populated by fallen
angels, blood-sucking wanderers, and vindictive lovers
– sketches of people the band has surely come across
during their cosmic roving through the underground.
But the character most present is frontman Danny
Lee Backwell: “Myth Of A Man can be summed up
as a personal display of vulnerability and guilty
conscience,” he explains, “Destroying the mythos of
what it means to live and function in society.” With its
Texas psychedelic rock influences augmented by The
Black Keys’ Dan Auerbach, Myth Of A Man serves as
both a takedown and reintroduction of the band as we
know it – the strongest evidence that you’ll never be
able to pin Night Beats down.

With their powerful harmonies and imaginative
songwriting in full force, Los Angeles, CA duo Girlpool
(Harmonoy Tividad and Cleo Tucker) hits a new stride
with What Chaos Is Imaginary. Combining elements
of shoegaze, folk, and 80’s post-punk with their own
melodic gifts, these two great songwriters come up
with a modern classic full of great tunes and sonic
surprises. Pitchfork called “Lucy’s” a “perfect turning
point for Girlpool’s evolving sound,” and that “the
gravitas in [Tucker’s] voice accompanies a newly
embodied confidence; where Tucker once sang
tentatively, now they sound rooted and sure.”NPR
praised the songs, too, declaring that “Girlpool’s fullband transformation has illuminated its raw sound in
deep and unexpected ways.”

Ronnie Milsap is something of a musical prodigy.
While at the State School for the Blind in Raleigh, NC,
Milsap absorbed gospel, country, and pop – chops
that eventually landed him a gig playing piano for
Elvis. His ear for music also extended to the technical
side of recording music. After moving to Nashville, he
bought a studio from Roy Orbison which cranked out
hit after hit, beginning with his 1979 single, “Nobody
Likes Sad Songs.” He sold the studio in 1995, but it’s
still called Ronnie’s Place – and that’s where, at 76,
he decided to return and record his new album, The
Duets. Aptly-titled, Milsap teams with Country Music
Royalty, including Dolly Parton, George Jones, Kacey
Musgraves, and Jason Aldean among many others.
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Ruthless marks The Moth & The Flame’s return from
a year-long hiatus after lead singer Brandon Robbins
donated his kidney to Corey Fox (an early booster
of the band, and owner of the venue Velour in Provo,
UT). With songwriting as his outlet during recovery,
Robbins along with bandmates Mark Garbett and
Andrew Tolman, hoped to shed the realities of anxiety
and depression through their new album. “There
are some really dark and uncomfortable moments
contrasted with breakthroughs of clarity, beauty
and hope,” Robbins shares. “It’s something we feel
really strongly about, especially with how prevalent
depression is today.” For an album about such a heavy
topic, Ruthless balances light with dark with big pop
bangers that deftly blends Radiohead with The Killers.

American Authors, the band who brought you “Best Day
of My Life,” are back with Seasons. The band recorded
Seasons in Tennessee surrounded by woods. The title
was inspired by the fact that the band experienced
all four seasons of weather during recording. “I want
people to see a different side of American Authors,”
says front man Zac Barnett. “I hope they realize there’s
a message of hope, but it’s transmitted in a new and
more exciting way for our band.” American Authors
says Seasons was inspired by the ‘90s bands they grew
up with, like Weezer and Nirvana – and that might be
true in spirit, but its Hozier, NEEDTOBREATHE (And,
yes, that’s Ben Reinheart on “Neighborhood”), and
EDM that give Seasons its contemporary edge.

It’s no accident that MAE’s fourth studio LP bears the
self-fulfilling prophecy of their namesake. Multisensory
Aesthetic Experience, the band’s first full-length release
in nearly a decade, is the arguable realization of their
long-standing musical aspirations. Categories are tossed
away and the music becomes music, gloriously expansive,
explorative, and addictively melodic. From the DMTinfused retro-space odyssey groove of “Kaleidoscope,”
to the David Byrne-esque mayhem of “The Overview,”
to the contemplative hypnosis of “Simple Words,” it
quickly becomes apparent that the heart-strings aren’t
merely resonating – they’re playing full melodies that
deftly counterbalance the compositions. The resulting
experience is one that is visceral, impassioned, expansive,
and, ultimately, transcendent.

Fool, once again showcases Joe Jackson’s incredible
musical diversity and unique vision. If the album had
a theme, it would be Comedy and Tragedy and the
way they’re intertwined in our lives. It begins with
the powerfully mysterious “Big Black Crowd,” which
foreshadows a collection that is impossible to describe
yet undoubtedly musically and lyrically powerful and
touchingly beautiful. The striking “Fabulously Absolute”
shows a different side of the record with Jackson
portraying an almost snarky attitude in his voice and the
music showing a very melodic drive. Despite what the title
may suggest, none of Jackson’s remarkable songwriting,
although multi-faceted, does in any way sound foolish. It
is rather a sense of masterful craftsmanship and intent
that defines Fool – and it’s a welcome return.

Live In Atlantic City pays tribute to and celebrates
Heart’s legacy with the help of an incredible range of
artists and friends. The guest list of performers includes
country music star Carrie Underwood, Jane’s Addiction
guitarist Dave Navarro, country singer-songwriter
Gretchen Wilson, and transcendently fabulous singersongwriter and composer Rufus Wainwright. One of the
album’s many highlights is renowned grunge rockers,
Alice In Chains, performing with Duff McKagan. Each
guest had the chance to perform up to three songs
together with the band. The track list includes gems
like Heart’s “Crazy On You,” performed together with
Navarro and Chains’ “Rooster.” A show-stopping
performance (featuring everyone involved) of the Heart
classic, “Barracuda,” rounds up this monumental show!
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Aire is the long awaited sophomore effort from
Columbus, Ohio based post-rock band, The End Of The
Ocean. The group has always been championed for
their maelstrom of nostalgia, hope, beauty, melancholy,
chaos and tranquility, and Aire presents an even bigger,
bolder version of that tempest here – balancing rich,
thoughtful melodic passages, high-energy riff-wielding
and truly epic climatic outpourings throughout.
“Homesick” builds softly with delicate keys and
shimmering guitars, bringing the listener to the sort of
explosive and emotional payoff that has become the
band’s signature. “Desire” starts with a serene piano riff
before the calmness is utterly destroyed. That simple
piano is then expertly woven back into the song like the
sun breaking through a dissipating storm.

Rustin Man is Paul Webb – the former bassist of Talk
Talk. Drift Code is his first album since 2002’s Out Of
Season – his superb collaboration with Portishead’s
Beth Gibbons. The long-awaited album has a warm,
wise kind of euphoria to it, coupled with an acute
sense of storytelling and surrealism. Drift Code is a
deep, detailed work. The passage of time, the living
space full of art, treasured objects and junk, the years
spent listening to film music and ‘40s standards are
all audible. But there’s a surprising spontaneity to it
too. Though he did much of it alone, Webb’s recording
technique sounds as if it has been recorded by a group
of musicians playing in the same room. The creaky
atmospherics are a bonus.

2019 marks the 40th anniversary of the formation of The
Specials and the legendary Two-Tone label. Spearheading
the British ska revival, The Specials embraced a multiracial melting-pot that embodied more than just their
black-and-white-checked 2-Tone label logos. Dressed
in pork-pie hats and mohair suits, The Specials hit the
UK music scene hard with “Gangsters” and the eternal
“Rudy Can’t Fail.” Encore is The Specials’ first new
album in 37 years to feature founding members Terry
Hall, Lynval Golding and Horace Panter. Encore picks
up almost exactly, in style and in substance, where the
band’s 1981 No. 1 single “Ghost Town” left off – attacking
themes of social justice and racial inequality head-on via
dank and darkly sarcastic groovers like “Vote For Me”
and “10 Commandments.”

David Keuning is a founding member of The Killers.
Burnt out from touring and wanting to spend more
time with his son, Keuning is now the name for the
music created by Dave in his home studio. Prismism
is the result, a collection of 14 tracks – with all the
instruments, save some drum parts, played by Keuning
himself. Prismism’s songs represent a Picasso’s-eye
view of life’s Faustian bargains, Sophie’s choices and
existential conundrums. Synth-infused tracks like the
title song and the techno-squiggles of “Pretty Faithful”
share space with acoustic guitars and big beats (“The
Queen’s Finest”), big rock riffs (“Broken Clocks”), a
nod to New Order (“If You Say So”) and even an EDM/
pop hybrid (“Stuck Here on Earth”).

Five finds West-London trio White Lies scaling new
creative heights with re-energized confidence. The
entire recording and writing process for Five has
allowed the band to utilize past associates while also
using the freedom to create the record they wanted
to make. Five was produced by James Brown (Arctic
Monkeys, Foo Fighters) and Flood, (who can also
be heard contributing synths and keys on a couple
of tracks) and was mixed by the great Alan Moulder
(My Bloody Valentine, Nine Inch Nails, The Killers).
More complex and bolder than its four predecessors
–and featuring the intimate lyrics of bassist/primary
songwriter Charles Cave – Five provides a confident
stride forward. For fans of Human League, The Killers,
and Future Islands.
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Aire is the long awaited sophomore effort from
Columbus, Ohio based post-rock band, The End Of The
Ocean. The group has always been championed for their
maelstrom of nostalgia, hope, beauty, melancholy, chaos
and tranquility, and Aire presents an even bigger, bolder
version of that tempest here – balancing rich, thoughtful
melodic passages, high-energy riff-wielding and truly
epic climatic outpourings throughout. “Homesick”
builds softly with delicate keys and shimmering guitars,
bringing the listener to the sort of explosive and
emotional payoff that has become the band’s signature.
“Desire” starts with a serene piano riff before the
calmness is utterly destroyed. That simple piano is then
expertly woven back into the song like the sun breaking
through a dissipating storm.

Rustin Man is Paul Webb – the former bassist of Talk
Talk. Drift Code is his first album since 2002’s Out Of
Season – his superb collaboration with Portishead’s
Beth Gibbons. The long-awaited album has a warm,
wise kind of euphoria to it, coupled with an acute
sense of storytelling and surrealism. Drift Code is a
deep, detailed work. The passage of time, the living
space full of art, treasured objects and junk, the years
spent listening to film music and ‘40s standards are
all audible. But there’s a surprising spontaneity to it
too. Though he did much of it alone, Webb’s recording
technique sounds as if it has been recorded by a group
of musicians playing in the same room. The creaky
atmospherics are a bonus.

2019 marks the 40th anniversary of the formation of The
Specials and the legendary Two-Tone label. Spearheading
the British ska revival, The Specials embraced a multiracial melting-pot that embodied more than just their
black-and-white-checked 2-Tone label logos. Dressed
in pork-pie hats and mohair suits, The Specials hit the
UK music scene hard with “Gangsters” and the eternal
“Rudy Can’t Fail.” Encore is The Specials’ first new
album in 37 years to feature founding members Terry
Hall, Lynval Golding and Horace Panter. Encore picks
up almost exactly, in style and in substance, where the
band’s 1981 No. 1 single “Ghost Town” left off – attacking
themes of social justice and racial inequality head-on via
dank and darkly sarcastic groovers like “Vote For Me”
and “10 Commandments.”

David Keuning is a founding member of The Killers.
Burnt out from touring and wanting to spend more
time with his son, Keuning is now the name for the
music created by Dave in his home studio. Prismism
is the result, a collection of 14 tracks – with all the
instruments, save some drum parts, played by Keuning
himself. Prismism’s songs represent a Picasso’s-eye
view of life’s Faustian bargains, Sophie’s choices and
existential conundrums. Synth-infused tracks like the
title song and the techno-squiggles of “Pretty Faithful”
share space with acoustic guitars and big beats (“The
Queen’s Finest”), big rock riffs (“Broken Clocks”), a
nod to New Order (“If You Say So”) and even an EDM/
pop hybrid (“Stuck Here on Earth”).

Five finds West-London trio White Lies scaling new
creative heights with re-energized confidence. The
entire recording and writing process for Five has
allowed the band to utilize past associates while also
using the freedom to create the record they wanted
to make. Five was produced by James Brown (Arctic
Monkeys, Foo Fighters) and Flood, (who can also
be heard contributing synths and keys on a couple
of tracks) and was mixed by the great Alan Moulder
(My Bloody Valentine, Nine Inch Nails, The Killers).
More complex and bolder than its four predecessors
–and featuring the intimate lyrics of bassist/primary
songwriter Charles Cave – Five provides a confident
stride forward. For fans of Human League, The Killers,
and Future Islands.
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Bob Mould — whose face belongs on the Mount
Rushmore of alternative music — decided to “write to
the sunshine,” as he describes it. It’s less a reaction to
current events than a love letter to a more personal
place: Berlin, Germany (where he’s lived for the last
three years). The theme, the cathartic vocals, and the
string arrangements all amount to Mould’s catchiest,
most widescreen album since Copper Blue – the
acclaimed 1992 debut of his trio Sugar. Back then,
Mould’s work in Hüsker Dü, as a solo artist, and in
Sugar helped define the sound of 90s alternative rock.
Sunshine Rock finds him doing it again for an era that
has ostensibly eschewed guitars. A triumph among a
catalog full of ‘em.

Wolastoqiyik Lintuwakonawa is the debut album by
Canadian composer and tenor, Jeremy Dutcher. It’s is a
post-classical rearrangement of Wolastoq First Nation
traditional music – the indigenous people of the of the
Saint John River valley. Granted access to the Canadian
Museum of History, Jeremy discovered wax cylinders
from 1907 of his ancestors singing forgotten songs and
stories that had been taken from the Wolastoqiyik Nation
generations ago. The album is Jeremy’s contribution to
his heritage and community in attempts to revitalize the
Wolastoq language to the world, which has less than 100
speakers alive today. This collection of groundbreaking
music is truly one of a kind. Fans of Rufus Wainwright,
Anthony & The Johnsons, and Sigur Ros will find
themselves particularly enchanted.

Y La Bamba has been many things, but at the heart
of it is singer-songwriter / producer Luz Elena
Mendoza’s inquisitive sense of self. Their fifth record,
Mujeres, carries on the Portland-based band’s affinity
for spiritual contemplation, but goes a step further in
telling a story with a full emotional spectrum. Armed
with the emotionality of traditional música Mexicana
and the storytelling of American folk, Y La Bamba’s
artistry is not just their musical ability but Mendoza’s
search for unadulterated truth -- forging new narratives
from old stories of heritage and family, tracing history
while forging modern Chicana feminism. Musically,
Mujeres is powerful and deeply psychedelic, at times
recalling a mystical hybrid of the Cocteau Twins and
Latin Playboys. You need this.

Bobbie Gentry, the elusive singer-songwriter behind
1967’s “Ode to Billie Joe” has found new fans since being
celebrated by the popular country music podcast, Cocaine
and Rhinestones. Her second album, 1968’s The Delta
Sweete is a psychedelic country soul concept album that,
while praised, was practically ignored. This Delta Sweete is
her long-delayed justice – Mercury Rev’s committed and an
affectionate resurrection of an album that anticipated by
three decades their own expedition through transcendental
America, 1998’s Deserter’s Songs. Mercury Rev honor
Gentry’s creative triumph with spacious invention and
hallucinatory air. And they are not alone. Gentry’s stories
and original resolve are given new life and via an incredible
cast of women, including Hope Sandoval, Stereolab’s
Laetitia Sadier, Margo Price, and Lucinda Williams.

Avril Lavigne’s first album in five years, Head Above
Water was written while recovering from Lyme Disease.
In the midst of her battle, she sat behind a piano and
sang past the pain, architecting the early framework
of the album. 2017 represented a turning point as she
slowly – but surely – regained her strength and started
recording again, beginning with the title track. And
over the course of Head Above Water, Lavigne holds
nothing back. She details each trial and tribulation
from a perspective of triumph and emerges stronger
than ever before. “Lyrically, I pushed myself to be the
best I possibly could and pulled from my experiences,”
she says. “I sat at the piano and wrote my life.”
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Robert Ellis describes the Texas Piano Man as the guy
who wears the tuxedo everywhere. If there’s a ribbon
to be cut, he’s there. A groundbreaking? He’ll hold the
shovel. He’ll christen your ship, and he won’t judge your
yacht rock. Texas Piano Man is a record that pulls from
a tradition set by Billy Joel, Leon Russell and Elton
John: Guys who sat at that large stationary instrument,
and plinked away at it in a manner that balanced
honesty and mythology. The tone on the record can
swing like moods during the course of a day. “Fucking
Crazy” finds that two people’s jagged parts sometimes
fit together perfectly. “When You’re Away” is bracing in
its frankness. “Topo Chico” is just plain delicious.

Lily & Madeleine fearlessly explore — and explode —
the conventions of 21st century womanhood on the
ten-track Canterbury Girls. The record is named after
Canterbury Park, located in the duo’s hometown of
Indianapolis, IN, and a place that’s a breeding ground
for these songs, which explore relationships, power
imbalances, and the weight of expectation. While
Canterbury Girls contains plenty of the duo’s signature
ornate arrangements and stunning blood-harmony, the
album also finds Lily & Madeleine exploring new sonic
vistas and delivering goosebump-worthy musical
moments with sly authority – such as waltzing RnB of
“Self Care,” the assured pop of “Just Do It” and the
atmospheric Brill Building strut of “Can’t Help the Way
I Feel.” Their best yet.

Ireland’s hottest musical export in decades, Picture
This arrived as a phenomenon with their self-titled
2017 full-length debut, Picture This. Certified tripleplatinum in Ireland, it held the #1 spot in the country
for four weeks, and the band have been selling out
stadiums all over the U.K. Now they’ve teamed up with
super producer Jayson Dezuzio (Imagine Dragons)
for MDRN LV. Their new single, “One Drink,” is already
a sensation across the pond – and it’s a funky breakup anthem whose conceit would also work well as a
country song. But it’s “If You Wanna Be Loved” that
should have Bono shaking in his boots – their giant
hooks and soulful Irish charm in full bloom. They cute,
too.

Galactic’s first new studio album in more than three
years, Already Ready Already sees the renowned
New Orleans-based instrumental outfit taking a
distinctly contemporary approach towards their own
progressive sound, interpolating modern rhythms and
electronic instrumentation within the house-shaking
framework of Crescent City funk pop ‘n’ roll. Galactic
has once again enlisted a diverse array of vocalists
to assist in their musical exploration, including New
Orleans singer Princess Shaw (“Going Straight Crazy”),
to punk cabaret artist Boyfriend’s rapid-fire cypher on
the breakneck “Dance At My Funeral.” Bookended by a
high powered pair of trademark Galactic instrumentals,
Already Ready Already is a short, sharp blast of
undeniable creative muscle and pure funk fire!

Hello Happiness is the first new studio album from 10x
Grammy Award winner Chaka Khan in 12 years. The title
track is a great single, but it’s “Like Sugar” that truly
gives you a sense of what Hello Happiness is all about:
A sweaty funk that combines deep disco swagger
with modern embellishments (dig that Fatback Band
sample!), signifying that producer Switch (M.I.A.,
Santigold, Major Lazer), songwriter Ruba Taylor, and
Khan make a wicked team. Elsewhere, “Too Hot,” “Isn’t
That Enough,” and particularly “Don’t Cha Know” find
her embracing bold new elements to her sound, while
the laidback, minimalist groove of “Ladylike” gives her
the space to prove that The Queen of Funk’s voice has
lost none of its sultry power. JAMS!!!
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American Love Song finds the South Texas bred singer/
songwriter honing his creativity on two distinct levels,
the personal and the cultural. From the opening track
– the spry “Jingle and Go,” which recounts his early
years as an itinerant open-mic performer working,
like the great Texas bluesmen before him, for tips –
to the closer, “Blues Lady,” a tribute to Janis Joplin,
Aretha Franklin, Bingham’s own late mother, and all
the other strong women this country has produced,
the album combines autobiographical reflection with
a bittersweet celebration of our collective spirit in
the face of enduring difficulties (“What Would I’ve
Become” and “Wolves”). In all, this is a deep and
ultimately celebratory collection of songs.
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